Recent developments in hearing theory have resulted in the rather general acceptance of the idea that the perception of pitch of complex sounds is the result of the psychological pattern recognition process. The pitch is supposedly mediated by the fundamental of the harmonic spectrum which fits the spectrum of the complex sound optimally. The problem of finding the pitch is then equivalent to finding the best harmonic match. Goldstein [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 54, 1496-1516 {1973)] has described an objective procedure for finding the best fit for stimuli containing relatively few spectral components. He uses a maximum likelihood criterion. Application of this procedure to various data on the pitch of complex sounds yielded good results. This motivated our efforts to apply the pattern recognition theory of pitch to the problem of measuring pitch in speech. Although we were able to follow the main line of Goldstein's procedure, some essential changes had to be made. The most important is that in our implementation not all spectral components of the complex sound have to be classified as belonging to the harmonic pattern. We introduced a harmonics sieve to determine whether components are rejected or accepted at a candidate pitch. A simple criterion, based on the components accepted and rejected, led to the decision on which candidate pitch was to be finally selected. The performance and reliability of this psychoacoustically based pitch meter were tested in a LPC-vocoder system. There is, however, an alternative approach to the problem, which, in our belief, can be highly successful. To begin with, pitch (e.g., of speech) is a subjective quantity. Therefore one might argue that the pitch meter which operates according to the principles of the human pitch extractor (the auditory system) will attain the optimum level of performance. This is un- , 1978). We propose that (1) this theory is also applicable to the (subjective) perception of pitch in speech and (2) that the theory can be put into the form of an (objective) algorithm which will produce pitch values that have a psychophysical validity as well as practical applicability. This validity stems from the fact that the data reduction in the algorithm proposed here is based on constraints known from hearing theory, which in turn relies on psychoacoustical and physiological data.
INTRODUCTION
By and large the problem of how to determine the time course of pitch in continuous speech is treated as a purely technical issue. The problem can be formulated as follows: given an (acoustic) waveform which is almost periodic, determine the "pitch period." An ancillary task is to discriminate between aperiodic and (almost) periodic waveforms (unvoiced/voiced). Several pitch detection algorithms aiming at solving the problem have been discussed and evaluated by Rabiner et al. (1976) .
The process of data reduction, which transforms an acoustic waveform into a single number that characterizes its pitch, obviously requires decision criteria to specify what information is to be retained/extracted and what to be discarded.
On the whole those criteria have been chosen on the basis of optimal signal processing, treated as an engineering problem. These studies tend to pay little attention to perceptual aspects of pitch.
There is, however, an alternative approach to the problem, which, in our belief, can be highly successful. To begin with, pitch (e.g., of speech) is a subjective quantity. Therefore one might argue that the pitch meter which operates according to the principles of the human pitch extractor (the auditory system) will attain the optimum level of performance. This is un- doubtedly the case if the optimization concerns the simulation of subjective pitch perception. However, many pitch meters find an implementation in vocoder systems. Here pitch information is used to trigger the "glottal pulses" in the synthesis part of the vocoder. Because pitch is not related in a simple way to glottal pulse period, the optimization for pitch perception performance is not necessarily equally effective in a vocoder context. The present study, which explores this effectiveness, has been set up with the hope that the distinction between pitch and glottal period measurement would be largely academic. We work from the point of view that a pitch meter, which performance relies on perceptual data, is a useful tool in vocoder techniques. The development of theories of pitch perception over the last decade-provides support for optimism about the results of this approach. The vast amount of published data on pitch of complex tones (residue, repetition pitch, musical pitch, virtual pitch; see de Boer, 1976, for a review) formed a solid basis for this theoretical work. Although the theories are based on results of psychoacoustical experiments with "laboratory signals" which are usually much simpler than speech sounds, the extrapolation of these results to speech sounds would seem to be justifiable (see, e.g., Schouten, 1962) . In one aspect speech sounds are sim -• pier than the complex sounds used in psychoacoustic experiments: they contain more frequency components and in general evoke an unambiguous pitch percept. On the other hand, a difficulty of the speech sound is that pitch in speech is continuously varying, and psychoacoustic experiments have so far mainly been concerned with stationary stimuli. This difficulty can be dealt with in a pragmatic way. The related question is how coarsely the pitch contour can be sampled without affecting the perceived melodic line. This constraint touches upon the question of analysis window and processing time, and thus on the question of "real time" measurement of pitch (see Sec. IIA).
A successful quantitative theory of the subjective perception of the pitch of complex tones has been developed by Goldstein and his associates (e.g., Goldstein, 1973 ; Gerson and Goldstein, 1978; Goldstein et al., 1978) . We propose that (1) this theory is also applicable to the (subjective) perception of pitch in speech and (2) that the theory can be put into the form of an (objective) algorithm which will produce pitch values that have a psychophysical validity as well as practical applicability. This validity stems from the fact that the data reduction in the algorithm proposed here is based on constraints known from hearing theory, which in turn relies on psychoacoustical and physiological data.
In this paper we will not go into the details of the psychoacoustics of pitch. We restrict ourselves to a description of Goldstein's theory. We shall then discuss the additional steps that are involved in its application to speech material. Finally, the resulting algorithm is presented together with some data on its performance. The algorithm will briefly be compared with existing algorithms. As an example we present results of a direct comparison with the parallel processing pitch detector (PPROC) by Gold and Rabiner (1969 
B. Outline of the theory
Given a complex sound (by definition a sound comprising more than one spectral component), the following steps can be distinguished (see Fig. 1 ).
( 
This is a result from matching the theory to psychoacoustical data rather than an a priori assumption. 
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By considering the central processor as a system that has to match a set of frequencies to a harmonic pattern, the relation to pattern recognition is emphasized. The pattern, however, is simple: given the harmonic structure it is fully determined by a single parameter, viz.fo.
In the following subsections the steps in Goldstein's pitch extraction scheme are discussed in more detail.
C. Auditory frequency analysis
The inner ear performs an auditory frequency analysis which is roughly characterized by a bank of bandpass filters. The effective bandwidth of the filters is approximately equal to the so-called critical band. Although the audio frequency range is often divided into 24 successive critical bands, the peripheral ear actually 
D. Stochastic transduction
Whereas the peripheral frequency analysis determines the limits of resolving neighboring components, the accuracy with which frequencies become available to the these conditions can usually be fulfilled in speech, so that virtually no mode errors are expected in the pitch of speech.
II. APPLICATION OF GOLDSTEIN'S PITCH THEORY TO CONTINUING SPEECH

A. General outline
The optimum pitch-measuring device can be thought to consist of two elements: a spectral analyzer that detects and measures the frequencies of the harmonic components, followed by an optimally functioning harmonic pattern recognizer (Fig. 4) . The properties of analyzer and recognizer are matched to those of the model that describes human pitch perception (Sec. I).
On the other hand they are adapted to current software and hardware techniques in digital signal processing.
For the software algorithm we allow a nonreal-time solution provided that the prospect for a real-time hardware implementation would be left open and even considered feasible with present hardware technology. As we have seen that pitch is a subjective quantity that requires integration over a finite time interval, we have to allow for a delay of the order of this interval, i.e., of about 40 ms (Sec. IC). Updating of varying pitches may be required to be faster than this. For the moment we will assume an interval of 10 ms for this purpose.
Although it is common practice to smooth the measured pitches according to the expected pitch value, or, in other words, to determine the a posterjori pitch, we will not include such procedures in this study. Of course they are helpful in reducing error rates and in economizing the procedures. However, it was deemed So far we have tested our pitch detector only in a limited set of conditions. Relevant tests include performance for different speakers and for poor signal to noise conditions. Unfortunately, these tests fall beyond the scope of the present study, which wants to emphasize the new approach rather than its complete evalua- It is noted that the first two points mentioned above are, to a certain extent, also applied in the pitch detector proposed by Seneff (1978). Like ours, her detector consists of a peak-picker followed by some sort of pattern recognizer.
The peak-picker covers a frequency range up to 1.1 kHz, which is still more than an octave narrower than ours. Her recognizer works on the basis of peak distances, taking into account the fact that in a harmonic spectrum the distances between peaks are all equal to fo. This procedure, we would argue, does not make optimum use of the information carried by the frequencies. It only uses the restriction that successive peaks probably stem from successive harmonics, but it does not use the estimates of the harmonic numbers.
Moreover, in a slightly inharmonic signal the pitch is not equal to that of the difference tone (Schouten, 1940) but to that of the fundamental of the best harmonic fit 1The texts of the programs which implement the DWS pitch de-
